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How to Fix a Puncture on a Monster Truck3

Have you ever had a puncture on a bicycle�BE�F88A�4�ŝ4G�GLE8�BA�4�64E��
Imagine if the puncture was on the huge tyre of a monster truck. How 
JBH?7� LBH�ŜK� G;8� CHA6GHE8� 4A7� :8G� G;8� GEH6>� 546>� BA� GE46>� C8E9BE@<A:�
FGHAGF�4A7�6EHF;<A:�64EF���B??BJ�G;8F8�<AFGEH6G<BAF�4A7�LBH�will7�ŜA7�BHG�
;BJ�GB�ŜK�<G�

You will need:3

• a very large container of warm water 
 (a paddling pool would be ideal)8

• a strong rubber patch
• a piece12 of sandpaper
• some chalk
u� 4�6B?BHE87�J4K�6E4LBA
• rubber solution (similar to glue)8

3

3

Method3

1. Firstly5
�E8@BI8�G;8�GLE8�9EB@�G;8�GEH6>�J<G;�G;8�;8?C�B9�F8I8E4?�
FGEBA:�C8BC?8
�J;B�4E8�45?8�GB�;8?C�GB�?<9G�G;8�GEH6>�Bś�G;8�:EBHA76.

2. Perform a thorough13 check to see if any sharp objects remains 
stuck in the tyre and carefully remove them if necessary13. This 
is particularly important if the truck has been driving over other 
vehicles13.

3. If the source12 of the puncture is not clear,9 you will need to locate 
it by E8<Aŝ4G<A:10�G;8�GLE8�J<G;�4<E���A�8?86GE<64?�CH@C�could7 speed 
up this process considerably. 

4. �9G8E�<Aŝ4G<A:5
�GEL�?BB><A:�BE�?<FG8A<A:�9BE�4AL�4<E�?84><A:�BHG��
This may7 involve the use of a small stepladder to reach the top of 
the tyre.
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Your tyre is now ready to be returned into place and your 
truck should7�58�E847L�GB�:B�6EHF;<A:�4:4<A�

*4EA<A:� �9� LBH� 8I8E� 46GH4??L� BJA� BE� 7E<I8� 4� @BAFG8E� GEH6>
� always7 

E8@8@58E�GB�4F>�4A�8KC8EG�589BE8�GEL<A:�GB�ŜK�4AL�C4EG�B9�<G�LBHEF8?9�

3

4

��� �?G8EA4G<I8?L
� submerge10 the tyre under water in a very large 
6BAG4<A8E�FH6;�4F�4�C477?<A:�CBB?���AL�?84><A:�4<E�can7 be <78AG<Ŝ8711 
by bubbles rising to the surface of the water. 

6. Once the puncture is located,9 mark the 4ś86G8712 area with a 
C<868�B9�6;4?>�BE�J4K�6E4LBA���88C�G;8�6;4?>�A84E5L�9BE�?4G8E�

7. Next5
� G4>8� G;8� F4A7C4C8E�4A7� ?<:;G?L� EH5�4EBHA7� G;8�74@4:87�
area to roughen11 the surface.

8. Spread the rubber solution over the area then allow a few seconds 
for it to become tacky and achieve13 the correct consistency.

9. Use G;8�6;4?>
�which you set aside earlier6
�GB�45FBE5�4AL�8K68FF�J4G8E 
or liquid.

10. Remove10� G;8� C4G6;� 9EB@� <GF� C46>8G
�making sure not to get 
any dirt on it,8 then place it over the puncture and smooth it down 
carefully until securely stuck down. Be sure to apply it meticulously 
into any deep ridges of the tyre.
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